
From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Monday, June 09, 2008 8:37 PM PT 

To: Curt Alfrey - Assistant District Attorney, Denver, Colorado, USA - 
curtycurt76@yahoo.com 

Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; 'Rod.Ward@skadden.com'; 'michael.zeidel@skadden.com'; 

'robert.zimet@skadden.com'; 'lutz.zimmer@skadden.com'; 

'george.zimmerman@skadden.com'; 'david.zornow@skadden.com'; 
'ulrich.ziegler@skadden.com'; 'elaine.ziff@skadden.com'; 

'matthew.zisk@skadden.com'; 'martin.ziessler@skadden.com'; 'Mandy Z'; 'YOSSI 

SCHLENGER'; 'Alexander Lewy'; Devin Standard; United States Justice Department; 

60m@cbsnews.com; Mathew Margo Esq. - 60 Minutes Attorney - son of South 

African Judge Margo who in 1949 developed the "blueprint" for the Israeli Air Force; 

'Adam L Tucker'; FBI; Mossad; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Kenneth 
Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; Oprah; 

oreilly@foxnews.com; Stedman; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Carolyn Dempster 

author of South African "Dr. Death"; Tefo Mohapi; Joyce DeBeers-Rhodes Bursary-

Scholarship Mohapi; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Roy Essakow 

- Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Barack 
Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: HAVE A NICE DAY - POW - Extinction is not a bad thing! - "Free Market" - 

Diamonds are not forever - edited: CHARM - TRADING WITH THE ENEMY - free 

platinum...---.... 

 
Curt, 

 

Below is another bumper sticker rendition. 

 
Now before taking a look [Click HERE] at what I sent yesterday to Geoffrey 

Rothwell, Professor of Economics, Stanford University before he and I spoke on the 

phone for quite some length covering a wide range of subjects, ending with his 
interest in designing a system to regulate investment and price of enriched 

uranium, uranium 235 not exactly found in everyone’s back yard, at least not to the 

best of my knowledge here at Smuggler’s Cove, Del Mar formerly better known as 

11th Street until the San Diego Sheriff’s Department took their time, some two and 

a half hours before picking up some 70 pounds of pot that had been left behind and 
when retrieving those 70 pounds not even bothering to look for another truckload 
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that the smugglers also took their time in retrieving, coming back much later in the 

day even after US Customs Officials had visited all the neighbors telling them 

including, I assume, the smugglers’ other “confidantes” to “keep their eyes and 
ears open” for anything strange, do you find it bizarre that in 1979 Israel’s Mossad 

Chief Eliezer Tsafrir accompanied by Israeli military attaché Yitzhak Segev, standing 

in Azadi Square in Tehran, cheered the return of Ruhollah Khomeini to Iran, 

chanting "Allahu Akbar, Khomeini Rahbar"? 

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini 

 

Bear in mind I have been helping Adam L. Tucker, my one American programmer, 

finish off a follow up email he plans to send to Professor Rothwell this evening; and 
forgive me if I take this opportunity to suggest to Adam that he include your email 

address in the carbon copy section and when I get my blind copy I will forward it to 

the appropriate parties, thank you. 

 

Bear also in mind that when I sent my last email to Geoffrey at 7:03 PM Pacific 
Standard Time yesterday I hadn’t got to see what he sent me below; and of course 

I would hope for Geoffrey’s sake he follows through on his commitment to call me 

back tomorrow so that I can help him with his current project: 
 

From: Geoffrey Rothwell 
Sent: Sunday, June 08, 2008 6:12 PM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Cc: geoffrey rothwell 
Subject: Adam tells me that you never received this email 
 
Adam tells me that you never received this email, 
so I am resending it. 
 
--- geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com wrote: 
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> Yeah he [Professor Joe Grundfest Esq.] can we ruff on people emailing 
him out of 
> the blue. He used to be the head og the SEC . 
>  
> I've got plenty to do with my life, e.g., right now 
> I'm trying to design a system to regulate investment 
> and price of enriched uranium, hence my interest in 
> South Africa. 
>  
> I haven't talked with Adam, so he only knows me from 
> my emails and whatever he picked up by googling me  
> So we should talk some time so I can convince you 
> that I'm not in a life crisis. 
>  
> Call me at 510 XXX XXXXX 
>  
> Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 
>  
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: "Gary S. Gevisser" <gevisser@sbcglobal.net> 
> Date: Thu, 5 Jun 2008 12:46:14  
> 
To:<geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com>,<rothwell@stanford.edu> 
>  
> Geoffrey, 
>  
> It seems like I might…---… 
 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/grothwell-standingarmy.pdf 

 
Geoffrey understands that I wasn’t emailing Professor Joe Grundfest Esquire, a 

former Chairman of the Securities Exchange Commission, “out of the blue” since 

Geoffrey can read perfectly understandable English which spelled out very clearly in 

the email I sent Geoffrey how exactly I got to this former top dog of the heavily 

corrupt SEC. 

 
Geoffrey Rothwell should not to be confused with Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esquire of 

Finkelstein & Krinsk who specialize not only in Shareholder Class Action Litigation 

but those such as De Beers and Co. violating our so very sacrosanct Anti-

Trust/Anti-Competition/Anti-Price Fixing/Anti-Money Laundering laws, principally 

involved in the importation of chemicals into the United States by simply riding the 
coattails of the United States of America’s Justice Department owned “lock, stock 

and barrel” by the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel, the mafia of mafia, price fixers 

of price fixers, counterfeiters of counterfeiters, money launderers of money 

launderers, terrorist of terrorist financing organizations whose other major 

“cushion” here in the United States are the Black Hatters you see me meeting with 
in the photo below taken in late 1989. 
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If at any time you feel “board” [sic] or the need to talk, just hit the delete button 
and call anyone, better yet people you don’t know, just pull any number out of the 

phonebook, even consider dialing 411 to speak to strangers less likely to be on my 

email list but it is inevitable as you know they will know to come check you out on 

the “$ hit list” [sic] on just3ants.com. 

 
Just go to just3ants.com. 

 

You do understand that I am in fact using imbeciles such as yourself to tell the 

story behind the story of these Hasidic-ultraorthodox Jewish-Black Hatters who 

don’t come close to representing the “essence of Judaism” which you would have 
learned in your Jewish studies is,  

 

“Do unto your neighbor as you would want done unto to yourself and the rest 

is commentary”. 

 
Are you in the least bit surprised that the DAAC who back all sides in every conflict 

as well as every rigged election using their untraceable currency from the 

Presidency of the United States to judges not only here in the United States running 

for elected positions, are now openly backing the current Republican candidate for 

President, Senator John McCain? 

 
Did you know that Harry Oppenheimer’s daughter is married to Henry R Slack? 

 

http://www.nndb.com/people/323/000127939/ 
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Did you know that Geoffrey Rothwell would understand why Senator McCain the 

dumb of dumb son of the Admiral who sent the USS Liberty in to “harms way” back 

on June 8th, 1967, is not talking badly about Senator Hilary-Bill “Rhodes-De Beers 
Scholar-lawyer” Clinton’s financial backers or Fred DeLuca, the money bags person 

behind convicted felon Mr. Rezko, the major financial backer of Senator Barack 

Obama? 

 

It is all about who has or hasn’t “skin in the game”, so very talkative about 
“nothings” when you are part of the crowd of the ruling elite until of course I make 

it my personal-business to expose all you murderous individuals counting on the 

world’s poor to keep fighting it out amongst themselves. 

 

Repeat after me, “I am a selfish future shellfish and God must surely hate me for 

just being money, me mad”. 
 

Do you think the Israelis and the Chinese who set the scholastic levels wherever 

they travel as well as at home can read English as well as you and Professor 

Geoffrey Rothwell and wouldn’t dare be so pitiful as to use the excuse that they 

can’t read everything because their Blackberry forces them to press that much 
more on the scroll button. 

 

Would you know of a single Professor of Finance and economics that the Mossad 

would hire without first checking with me? 

 
And since they haven’t asked, I would assume, and I think you would agree, they 

wouldn’t be so fricken dumb ass to hire a single Professor of Economics or Finance 

unless as part of a much bigger “set up” when of course you would say, “Why the 

need to bother Gary S. Gevisser?” given how very busy a person I am. 

 

What do you think of this fishing boat anchored most of this afternoon just offshore 
from Smugglers’ Cove? 



 
Do you “rili” [sic] think there was a single fisherman on board? 
 

What about this yacht below that was anchored in pretty much the same spot but a 

little closer to shore, the day after the huge drop off that has resulted in a influx of 

surfers from the US Customs, you think? 
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Most Americans cannot see beyond the edge of their noses because everything has 
always for the past century or so, turned out “roses”. 

 

You recall that we have that so very lovely Rose Garden in the White House, not to 

suggest that it was wrong or right to name it after Rose Kennedy who may have 

been a most delightful lady so long as you didn’t ruffle her husband Joe’s feathers, 
that now has you thinking how awful it had to have been for this De Beers stooge 

to sit in a wheelchair, not able to speak a word, and watch not one but two sons 

being assassinated because he simply failed to teach them properly about not to 

mess with those folks that have buttered all their bread going back to when Joe was 

a nothing to speak of “alcohol distributor” during Prohibition and knowing exactly 
when to “load up” just before Prohibition was lifted and in no time at all this 

“nothing to speak” most poor student was the inaugural head of the Securities 

Exchange Commission. 

 

Now I would like for you to take a look at what Alexander Lewy wrote me as you 
think more about not only that one-of-a-kind Israeli Military Intelligence report and 

why both IMI and the Mossad have so far no problem with me being the only 

human being on the planet broadcasting such a paralyzing Military Report of all 

time spelling out the duplicity of De Beers controlled United States Government 

including of course the US Supreme Court but in addition think how long it is going 

to be before President George W. Bush calls for an immediate suspension in the 
trading of shares in public corporations thereby protecting the innocent and naïve 

from throwing “good money after bad”. 
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From: Alexander Lewy 
Sent: Monday, June 09, 2008 8:08 AM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: Re: Me, me, me! I love me! Do you love me? 
 
I meant to say: Who are you?  I don't know how I got on your list but 
this is the first email I received from you. 
 
The only email I received from you commented on a picture of someone 
who you don't know and you are portraying you know what the person was 
thinking.  It's just a silly thing to bash someone about.  If you're 
going to bash Hillary, bash her on her policy or voting record. 
 
Just wanted to say my piece. 

 

Next I want you to think most carefully why all hard working, honest people all over 

the world not just here in the United States now finding out how difficult it is going 

to be getting young American kids who don’t have Trust-Hush-Funds like The IT’s 

two kids to join the United States of America’s are following along that much easier 
my writings and recognizing most of all that I do in fact have “huge integrity”, not 

in the least bit afraid to take on “my own” while being willing to risk everything 

which isn’t very much were I to lose just a fraction of my integrity just so that I 

could live a little longer and be harassed by fuckheads such as you, so very 

cowardly wearing your Gestapo badge!! 

 
Repeat after me, “I am a fuckhead of epic proportions” no different to the fuckhead 

Rod Ward, the father in law of Jonathan Oppenheimer, next in line to head up De 

Beers and Co. 

 

Side note to Rod Ward Esquire as well as the entire law firm of Skadden Arps who 
thought they were buying security when marrying into the virulently anti-Semitic 

South African Oppenheimer family, the “non-racial liberals” so in bed with their far 

less hypocritical American partner Charles W. Engelhard, an “open supporter” of the 

racist South African Apartheid Regime that has provided you fuckhead lawyer-liars 

with the most extraordinary high society living for some 3 generations: 
 

“DON’T FUCK WITH THE JEWS!” 

 

Only a complete and total moron like yourself and Rod Ward and all those who 

associate with you two disgusting imbeciles would be incapable of recognizing the 
so very contrived U.S. “economic draft” where the next military the US Air Force, 

Navy, Marines and Army will be going up against won’t be a 3rd rate military that 

both the US and Great Britain with lots of help from Canada have so far 

encountered in Iraq and Afghanistan where despite the extraordinary firepower of 

this American led invasion, all about drugs, oil and shell-shocking the masses also 

away from the so unmentionable brutality on the battlefields, mostly by US forces, 
and I would know, the US has taken the most extraordinary beating, that is of 

course today only partially reflected in the high oil price, that of course could come 

down dramatically given the total lack of the price mechanism which has been non-



existent now in commerce for some 100+ years were both China and Israel to act 

extraordinarily stupidly, which I doubt very much. 

 
But then again I am not the one “calling the shots” in either China or Israel and you 

would also know that if I were, I would without having to brush up on my Hebrew 

and my non-existent Chinese, bring about World Peace well within 24 hours, which 

of course is disasterous for all those around the world handsomely profiteering from 

war beginning with all those involved in real estate speculation which as you know 
without being a scholar of Plato is not a thing for any conscious human being to be 

involved with. 

 

As dumb a fuck as you are, you can now perfectly understand why those with the 

biggest guns in order to justify their brutality in war felt it rather important to have 

laws such as the Geneva Convention that “soften” things a little but only for 
fuckhead, mindless imbeciles such as you. 

 

Go ahead right now and practice more your use of the “f” word. 

 

You think for one moment you idiots with your “civility” in obnoxious courtrooms 
throughout the world fooled for a single moment someone like David Ben Gurion 

and Co.? 

 

Do you think every Jewish person who survived the Holocaust is as dumb a fuck as 

Roy and Jeffrey Essakow and each and every one of their succulents? 
 

Have a nice day! 

 

Ps – Standby for both Adam L. Tucker’s follow up to Professor Geoffrey Rothwell as 

well as my Part XV to President George W. Bush 

 
Ps I – “It is official, plain regular size bread is 4 bucks a piece. O well.” – Marie Dion 

Gevisser who is just returning from Vons supermarket. 

 

Forgive me again, if I now say adieu to enjoy a most excellent French wine courtesy 

of Philippe Aviva. 
 

[Word count 2411] 

 

____________________ 

From: Gary S. Gevisser  
Sent: Sunday, June 08, 2008 10:23 PM PT 

To: curtycurt76@yahoo.com 

Cc: Devin Standard; United States Justice Department; 60m@cbsnews.com; 

Mathew Margo Esq. - 60 Minutes Attorney - son of South African Judge Margo who 

in 1949 developed the "blueprint" for the Israeli Air Force; 'Adam L Tucker'; FBI; 
Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington 

DC.; Mossad; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Kenneth Standard Esq. -

Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; Oprah; 
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oreilly@foxnews.com; Stedman; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Carolyn Dempster 

author of South African "Dr. Death"; Tefo Mohapi; Joyce DeBeers-Rhodes Bursary-

Scholarship Mohapi; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Roy Essakow 
- Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Barack 

Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: POW - Extinction is not a bad thing! - "Free Market" - Diamonds are not 

forever - edited: CHARM - TRADING WITH THE ENEMY - free platinum...---.... 

 
I know better because you a Deputy District Attorney with Gestapo powers!! 

 

Side note to Devin: Inform this Lily White Wheaty Eating lawyer-liar buddy of 

yours from Colorado University, another higher level educational institution 

operating under the Bell Shaped Curve Educational system where it is the most 

average who rise to the top, most of all void of all logical thought processing, 
sensitivity and creativity apart from when on drugs 24/7, what it meant to me 

spending a great deal of my time, 21 years shy of one week, prior to immigrating 

to the United States on March 17th 1978, in the United States of America's South 

African Apartheid Regime responsible during the time this lawyer-liar was 

sharpening his teeth, for developing at the direction of the CIA the most macabre 
biological weapons programme first used on your Black South African brothers who 

starting out in life were first stripped of their dignity by the USA’s Apartheid Regime 

followed by their clothing before then being tied to a tree and smeared with 

poisonous jelly. 

 
How could I bring out the best in you? 

 

My most beautiful, so brilliant, so very wildly stimulating wife French-Canadian who 

knows that I am still a little bit sweaty from a great run around the 90 minute loop 

walk of Noble Canyon wanted to know why I hadn’t yet taken a shower and a guest 

here at our Stone Home deep inside the Cleveland National Forest answered for 
me, “He first had to respond to fuckhead!” then wondered aloud in her so cute 

French accent, “Why did you have to lie on the bed?” 

 

I am actually half lying on the edge of the awesomely comfortable slay bed and I 

knew that we would be washing them tomorrow anyway. 
 

Come to think of it maybe you could be begin your repentance for delaying my 

shower by letting us know which of the following 3 bumper stickers would your 

bosses most prefer: 

 
#1 
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#2 
 

 
 

#3 

 
 

Could you give me the space dimensions between your eyebrows and hairline and if 

it extends to the hair on the back of your neck don’t you think our first bumper 

sticker would look cool with the “TEETH” expanding and contracting as your 

eyebrows go and up and down? 
 

Please understand I am just filling in all the vacuum of space between your ears. 

 

Ps – If you stop searching for the truth you will be added to the “$ hit list” [sic].  
 
I will be adding your name to the “$ hit list” [sic] in due course; bearing in mind 

that you shared your email address with me because you thought you were going 

to get something for free, why else? 



 

Ps I – You understand that you now have a fiduciary responsibility given how the 

FBI consider the Israeli Military Intelligence report a credible “terrorist plot” and so 
IMI as well as the Mossad, to inform all those you work with including those you are 

prosecuting, wouldn’t you agree? 

 

[Word count 498] 
 
-----Original Message----- 

From: curtycurt76@yahoo.com 
Sent: Sunday, June 08, 2008 8:45 PM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 
Subject: Re: Extinction is not a bad thing! - "Free Market" - Diamonds are not 
forever - edited: CHARM - TRADING WITH THE ENEMY - free platinum...---.... 
 
I told you to take me off your list. Do it. Don't F with me. You know better.  
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: "Gary S Gevisser" <gary@just3ants.com> 
 
Date: Sun, 8 Jun 2008 12:33:39  
To:"President@whitehouse.gov" 
Subject: Extinction is not a bad thing! - "Free Market" - Diamonds are not 
forever - edited: CHARM - TRADING WITH THE ENEMY - free platinum...---.... 
 
 
ExtinctionNOTaBADthing!  
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